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Terence O’Rourke (TOR) is a leading consultancy for
achieving success from the planning process. We provide
inspired and imaginative design and planning solutions,
unlocking opportunities at the forefront of best practice and
at the cutting edge of commercial thinking.

Introduction

This document provides an overview of TOR’s architectural
services, for further information on this and our other services
please visit our website

Awards

Our services
Our approach
Case studies

www.torltd.co.uk
© Terence O’Rourke Ltd. All rights reserved.
No part of this document may be reproduced in any
form or stored in a retrieval system without the prior
written consent of the copyright holder.
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INTRODUCTION
Terence O’Rourke (TOR) architects
work with some of the UK’s most
prestigious developers, landowners
and companies to deliver design
solutions across all stages of the
design process.
We have experience across a broad range
of sectors including masterplans, mixed-use
developments, multi-home residential, bespoke
residential, tourism and leisure, education and
workspace.
As a team we are passionate about delivering
distinctive, environmentally sustainable projects.
This is achieved through a rigorous analysis
of the site’s unique heritage and context to
create a well-proportioned, considered and
cost effective design solution that successfully
resolves the demands of the site, brief and
project budget.

Cookery School at Chewton Glen
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OUR APPROACH

We aim to design and plan developments
that are deliverable throughout dynamic
market conditions and we demonstrate
how development proposals are able to
contribute towards planning gain.

Landscape architecture
Over the years our landscape work has
steadily grown. Alongside landscape
design and landscape planning, we can
offer landscape appraisal and evaluation,
development impact prediction, concept,
layout and master planning, preparation
and presentation for inquiries and
sensitive site design.

Ecology
We provide ecology advice for
habitat surveys, environmental impact
assessment, habitat regulation
assessments, appropriate assessment,
protected species and habitat mitigation
and relocation.
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The art of making successful places in
which to live, work and relax is central to
good urban design. Our approach aims
to enhance this public realm, adding
lasting value for the benefit of the investor
and community and bringing strong
competitive advantages. Additionally,
through urban regeneration, we can repair
the mistakes of the past.

Graphic design and geographic
information systems
Communication is a vital part of
making our projects succeed. High
quality graphics – including technical
publications, brochures, maps, multimedia presentations, web pages and
exhibitions – are designed to make ideas
more accessible.
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Viability and affordable housing

Urban design
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Our planning team offers a full range of
services from providing appraisals of the
development potential of land through to
devising planning strategies, local plan
promotion work, five year land supply
analysis, co-ordinating, submitting and
managing planning applications through
to determination and the preparation of
expert witness evidence where an appeal
by public inquiry is considered desirable.
We have an enviable track record of
delivering planning permissions across the
UK, often in constrained locations, and
we have enabled some of the largest and
most complex schemes of recent years to
progress.
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With an ever-increasing emphasis on early
engagement in planning, we plan and
deliver bespoke stakeholder engagement,
public consultation and communications
strategies to help facilitate development
for the public and private sectors. We
apply our local knowledge and expertise
to maximise opportunities for meaningful
dialogue with local communities, manage
reputations and minimise risk. In doing so
we seek to demonstrate social value as a
benefit of proposals.
Alongside traditional consultation
methods, our digital tools – including
interactive websites, online polls,
visual and animated story telling, video
documenting and social media outreach
– enable inclusive, far-reaching and
meaningful engagement opportunities.

context

Engagement

We carry out environmental impact
assessments (EIA) for a wide range
of development projects. We initially
undertake a thorough review of
environmental topics, the site and the
proposals to determine whether there is
the opportunity to screen out the need for
EIA. Where EIA is necessary, we focus
on providing a robust justification for only
scoping in topics that have the potential to
be significant, thereby limiting the extent
of the assessment work and the cost to
clients. Our environmental statements
are of an acknowledged high quality and
offer an accurate, objective appraisal of a
project’s effect on the environment.
The company has been a founding
member of the Institute of Environmental
Management and Assessment’s
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Quality Mark Scheme since its introduction
in 2011. The scheme requires members to
commit to excellence in their EIA activities
and have this commitment independently
reviewed on an annual basis.
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Environmental planning

Our heritage team recognise and resolve
potential heritage risks while positively
responding to our clients’ development
aspirations. Our team has considerable
experience and expertise in advising clients
on all aspects of cultural heritage, across
all development sectors throughout the
UK. We have the knowledge and skills to
navigate the many planning pitfalls and to
ensure that heritage matters are properly
addressed.
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Since our architects naturally work closely
with our town planners, landscape
architects and environmental specialists,
we have developed a more sophisticated
and holistic approach to architecture. We
believe that this results in buildings which
are more deliverable and which better
reflect twenty-first century needs.
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What sets us apart is how we integrate our disciplines to give clients a bespoke team of experts tailored to meet their project’s needs. We have
a close relationship with our clients, taking care to listen to them and understand their objectives so that we often exceed their expectations. This
approach creates comprehensive, innovative solutions to even the most complex planning challenges allowing the delivery of commercially viable
solutions across all sectors of the economy.

Our approach can be summarised in our overarching philosophy:
THINK + ORCHESTRATE + RESOLVE (TOR) = SUCCESS
Combined with the five key parameters of the planning process
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An integrated team
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CASE STUDIES
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Grand Union
Brent
Client: St George Developments Ltd

St George acquired the Northfields Industrial
Estate in April 2017 with the intention of
delivering an exemplary mixed use development
of up to 2,900 new homes and flexible
commercial retail, industrial, cultural and leisure
uses which will generate in the region of 650
new jobs.
We were appointed as a team of planners,
masterplanners, landscape architects and
architects for the site through a selection
process with the Berkeley Group.

A full design team was assembled to ensure
that the proposals were exciting, challenging,
technically excellent and viable.

complement the wider area together with
substantial jobs and a true co location of the
work and living environment.

Four and a half hectares of high quality public
realm, half the area of the site, will be delivered
in early phases of the masterplan, providing
meeting spaces that re connect with the Grand
Union Canal and River Brent.

Celebrations such as the Alperton Summer
Festival will be held in the new Central Gardens
involving the wider community and bringing
people together.

Northfields will provide community facilities
such as shops, cafés and restaurants, and
a circa 500 sq m community centre to

•
•
•
•

Architecture
Town planning
Landscape architecture
Graphic design

Images courtesy St George
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Swan’s Landing, Stratford-upon-Avon
Warwickshire
Client: St Joseph
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Landscape architecture
Town planning
Urban design

The DCS Industrial Estate was acquired by St
Joseph following the publication of the Canal
Quarter Vision, with the intention of delivering
an exemplary mixed use development
containing new homes and flexible commercial
retail and cultural and leisure uses which will
regenerate the Canal Quarter.

•
•
•
•

Environmental planning
Graphic design
Heritage
Geographic information systems

We were appointed as a team of planners,
masterplanners, landscape architects and
architects for the site through a selection
process with St Joseph. A full design team was
assembled to ensure that the proposals were
exciting, challenging, technically excellent and
viable.

The Canal Quarter Regeneration Zone is
bounded by the railway line to the north and
Stratford-upon-Avon Canal running east to
west through the centre of the site. The site
has a varied topography, with good vehicular
access from Timothy’s Bridge and Masons
Road, and currently comprises a series of large
manufacturing units.
The Canal Quarter will provide community
facilities such as shops, cafés and restaurants,
and a community centre to complement the
wider area, together with substantial jobs
and a true co-location of the work and living
environment.
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Citrus Building
Bournemouth
Client: Morgan Sindall Investments
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Town planning
Landscape architecture
Graphic design
Master planning

We were appointed by the Lovell Partnership
in-conjunction with the Bournemouth
Development Company to prepare the detailed
planning application for the redevelopment
of the Leyton Mount Car Park site in
Bournemouth Town Centre.
The scheme is situated immediately adjacent
to Horseshoe Common and had to carefully
consider the impact on existing trees, the
severe topography, the relationship to
neighbouring buildings, the conservation area
and its constraints together with the normal
demands of commercial viability.
The project aims to breathe new life into
Horseshoe Common and Old Christchurch
Road. By providing an active frontage and

Awards
2016: LABC Building Excellence Awards Grand
Finals - Winner - Best High Volume New Housing
Development
2016: Local Authority Building Control South
West Region Awards - Best new high volume
house building

offering surveillance over the park it can help to
create a more welcoming place for people to
meet, relax, reflect and enjoy.
The mix consists of studio units, a range of 1, 2
and 3 bed penthouse apartments and A3 use
class ground floor commercial space. Optimum
use is made of the orientation and parkside views
with the main percentage of apartment enjoying
a dual aspect with the main living spaces being
located to the south and south-west.
The design concept was inspired by the
parkside setting with the coloured panels
designed to reflect the autumnal colours of the
park and to provide a varied appearance to the
elevations.
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“The TOR team has breathed new life and purpose into an underutilised car park site
in central Bournemouth. The team has excelled designing a statement contemporary
Residential development on a challenging site constrained by trees, access and
topography. It has been a pleasure to work with the TOR team in partnership to
overcome the challenges this site has presented and transform it into 46 new high
quality homes for open market rent.”
Sarah Longthorpe
Strategic Projects & Investment Manager
BCP Council

Tree Tops
Bournemouth
Client: Bournemouth Development Company
•
•

Architecture
Town planning

Awards
2021 RTPI South West - shortlisted for Excellence
in Planning Delivery

Following on from the award-winning project of
the Citrus residential development, TOR acted
once more for The Bournemouth Development
Company (a partnership between BCP Council
and Muse Developments) as architects and
town planning consultants in developing the
£12million Tree Tops development. This
development provides 46 high quality Build-toRent homes across two buildings with a mix of
1 to 3-bedroom apartments.

The practice led a sensitive multi-disciplinary
design response, involving detailed site
assessments and testing development scenarios
to assess impacts. The process included detailed
discussions with Historic England, the council’s
conservation and tree officers and the Rector of
St Stephen’s Church. Public exhibition material
and visualisations were prepared to illustrate
a sensitive and high-quality ‘background’
residential development concept.

The development had many challenges to
overcome from the adjacent Grade I listed
St Stephen’s Church, the neighbouring
conservation area and the complex sloping
topography of the site surrounded by protected
and veteran trees. The concept was to create
a development that did not compete with its
delicate surroundings, whilst taking advantage
of the sloping topography. The buildings
needed to maximise the available development
area and sit neatly within the protected treelined boundary, whilst providing an attractive
and modern development for the community.

The outcome was the creation of a highquality development comprising two residential
flat blocks to maximise the use of the site’s
topography, whilst minimising its overall bulk and
mass to reduce the impact on the neighbouring
context. The articulated facades and the use of
a muted colour palette of materials helps blend
the 6 and 7-storey buildings into the tree-lined
boundary. The development fully respects its
sensitive setting, retains the majority of trees and
provides landscape enhancement.
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Holdenhurst Road BtR
Bournemouth
Client: St Giles

Located a short walk from Bournemouth’s
Travel Interchange, and within the Tall Building
Zone, TOR was appointed as urban designers,
architects and landscape architects for this
22-storey building which sought approval
for up to 334 Build to Rent (BtR) residential
apartments.
At the lower levels the submission included
a range of communal residential facilities, B1
office space and A2 professional services
accommodation that will enliven this length of
Holdenhurst Road and a new strategic cycle/
pedestrian link that will be delivered through the
site as part of the development.
The height, mass and use of material all
contribute to creating a building that becomes
a new landmark for the new east to west
movement corridor and responds to, and
is in keeping with, its context allowing it to
seamlessly integrate to the Lansdowne area.

•
•
•
•

Architecture
Urban Design
Landscape architecture
Graphic design
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Farnborough International
Exhibition & Conference Centre
Hampshire
Client: Farnborough International Ltd (FIL)

The Farnborough International Airshow is the
oldest and most widely recognised airshow in
the world having been held since 1948 and
attracting some 110,000 trade visitors and
exhibitors from around the globe.
TOR has a long relationship with both
Farnborough Airport and the Farnborough
International Airshow, providing architectural and
planning consultancy services. Central to this
was the production of a masterplan with a longterm vision for the site, including the delivery
of permanent structures to provide enhanced
accommodation.
Completed in 2018, the Farnborough
International Exhibition and Conference Centre
provides over 20,000 sq.m of exhibition, meeting
and conferencing facilities. This building doubles
as permanent accommodation for the Airshow
and as a flexible facility for the growing range of
exhibitions, trade shows, conferences and other
events hosted by Farnborough International.

The bold design of the building features an
angled roofline, extensive glazing towards the
airfield and creates a feature at this pivotal
gateway location. The use of durable materials
with a strong aerospace aesthetic, pays homage
to the site’s aviation heritage, Sustainable
construction methods used included lightweight,
modular construction, a high-performance
envelope and a large photovoltaic array to
achieve BREEAM ‘Very Good’. Flexibility and
functionality were key design drivers, and the
complex brief and tight project constraints made
BIM invaluable in exploring design iterations.

“The new Hall 1 experienced a very successful launch year which is a great endorsement of
the quality of this facility and the value it delivers; it is an inspiring location for events that
engage and motivate.
“This is a competitive industry and we need to continue working hard in
order to build on what has been achieved. This means continuing to
delight organisers and capitalising on our location in the heart
of the sci:tech corridor with access to the UK’s most
affluent population working in international
competitive industries.”
Michael Watton, Venue Director
Farnborough International
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The Yews Treehouse
Hampshire
Client: Chewton Glen Hotel

TOR has a long-standing relationship working
with Chewton Glen Hotel & Spa, a prestigious
5-star hotel in the New Forest. Utilising
our planning, architectural and landscape
architecture services we have worked with
the hotel to deliver a number of development
projects across an estate-wide master plan,
including its highly successful The Yews
Treehouse in 2017.
Building on the success of the six original
treehouses designed by TOR in 2012, the
newest treehouse takes treetop living to the
next level providing even greater indulgence
and seclusion. Nestled within the tree canopies,
The Yews takes advantage of the hotel’s
woodland setting to provide innovative and
opulent 5-star accommodation, married with
the seclusion and immersion in nature from
staying in a treehouse.
The organic curved shape ‘floats’ above the
forest floor, designed to have minimal impact
on the sensitive woodland setting. The hit and

miss timber cladding draws inspiration from the
bark of the trees, and the earthy copper tones
of the aluminium roof and fascias are enhanced
by the treehouse’s natural surroundings.
Internally, bespoke high-quality finishes and
fittings create a sense of luxury. A palette of
earthy grey and green tones complement
the natural surroundings and give a sense
of tranquillity in this idyllic setting. The large
vaulted main living space gives a sense of
grandeur as you enter the suite whilst wood
burners give a cosy feel all year round. The
Yews is ideal to be let as one suite for a party
of up to twelve people, but it is designed to
have the ability to be let as two suites to give
the hotel greater flexibility for accommodating
guests.
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Town planning
Landscape architecture
Graphic design

“ Chewton Glen is one of the most renowned
Hotels and Spas in the World. Terence
O’Rourke has successfully supported the
evolution of this unique property with design
and planning solutions - the most significant
being the Treehouse Suites. The practice’s
experience of large and high profile national
projects coupled with the team’s local
knowledge added a huge amount of value
to this project which, since its completion in
2012 has brought the hotel unprecedented
international PR exposure and improved the
dynamics of the business.”

Andrew Stembridge
Managing Director, Chewton Glen
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Marwell Zoo Tropical House and Energy Centre
Hampshire
Client: Marwell Wildlife

The Tropical House and Energy Centre is the
second in a series of projects being delivered
from the TOR master plan that was established
to improve visitor numbers at the park.
The new building replace an existing Tropical
World Exhibit and features an elongated
S-shaped plan, 1224sq.m in gross internal
floor area, with exposed concrete spine wall
for thermal mass and a Translucent ETFE
membrane roof that encloses the tropical forest
and desert environments below. Visitors enter
the space at an elevated position and meander
their way through a series of vegetation,
waterfalls, rock faces and aquariums populated
by animal species that will interact with the
visitor such as sloths, monkeys and lizards.
The back of house areas that provides animal
housing and plant areas for animal life support
in located to the north of the spine wall,
adjacent to the Energy Centre which will power
both the Tropical House and various other
exhibits within the park.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town planning
Environmental planning
Landscape architecture
Graphic design
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Architecture
Master planning

“Building the UK’s future zoos requires a knowledge and
respect for conservation and animal welfare, and the ability to
challenge the accepted relationship between the landscape and
the building. Terence O’Rourke worked with us to understand
the complex relationships and requirements of the ‘Wild
Explorers’ species and assisted in producing a truly world class
exhibit, respectful of our ethos.”
James Cretney, Chief Executive
Marwell Wildlife
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Portland ERF (Energy Recovery Facility)
Dorset
Client: Powerfuel Portland Ltd

TOR was appointed by Powerfuel Portland Ltd
to design an Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) at
the Port of Portland to process up to 180,000
tonnes of Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) per year,
helping to provide a practical solution to the
waste problems of Dorset.
Due to the site’s sensitive location adjacent to
a number of Natural Designations including the
Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site and Dorset
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB),
the design required careful consideration, with a
need to balance the desire for a gateway building
to greet tourists arriving in the town by cruise
ship and the landscape officer requirements for
the building to be visually recessive from long
distance views from the AONB.
The final design solution took inspiration from the
geological forms, colours and strata of the Isle
of Portland and combined this with a printed
camouflage mesh that helps blend the
building in with the vegetation of
the undercliff behind the building.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture
Town planning
Environmental planning
Heritage
Landscape architecture
Graphic design
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TERENCE O’ROURKE AWARDS
2021	Landscape Institute Awards 2021 - Winner
Excellence in Biodiversity Conservation and
Enhancement - Trumpington Meadows
2021	RTPI South West - shortlisted for Excellence in
Planning Delivery - Tree Tops
2019	LABC South East - Winner Best Large
Commercial Project - Farnborough International
Exhibition and Conference Centre

2010	Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) Awards Planning Consultancy of the Year 2010

2015	Scottish Quality in Planning Awards 2015 –
Delivering in Partnership – H
 illington Park

2010	RTPI Awards - Commendation for Spatial
Strategies - Clay Country Vision Eco-Town,
Cornwall

2015	RTPI South East Awards - Excellence in
Planning to Create Economically Successful
Places – Whiteley Town Centre

2019	Planning Awards - Winner Best Housing
Scheme (Fewer than 500 homes) - Berry Court

2015	RTPI South East Awards - Excellence in
Planning to Create Economically Successful
Places – Newbury Racecourse

2019	Planning Awards - Highly Commended Planning Permission of the year - Grand Union

2014	Planning Awards 2014 - Planning for Housing
Growth – Barton Park, Oxford – Winner

2019	First Time Buyer Readers’ Awards - Winner
Best Urban Regeneration Project - Acton
Gardens

2014	Planning Awards 2014, Planning Consultancy
of the Year - Highly Commended

2018	Planning Awards - Best Housing Scheme (500
homes or more) - Winner - Tadpole Garden
Village
2018

RTPI Learning Partner Award - Commended

2018	South Coast Property Awards - Architectural
Practice of the Year - Winner
2018	South Coast Property Awards - Property Client
Service - Winner - Chewton Glen Treehouses
2018	Planning Awards - Finalists for Planning
Permission of the year - Silverstone
2017	The Sunday Times British Homes Awards Finalist - Tadpole Garden Village
2017	Planning Awards - Finalists for Wing,
Cambridge Airport in Planning Permission
of the Year, Planning for Housing Growth,
Stakeholder Engagement in Planning and for
Silverstone, Finalist for Promoting Economic
Growth
2017	RTPI Awards for Planning Excellence Employer Award for Excellence - Winner
2016	Construction Computing Awards - Best
Use of IT in a Construction Project 2016
- Farnborough International Exhibition and
Conference Centre
2016	Local Authority Building Control National
Finals 2016 Best High Volume New Housing
Development - The Citrus Building

Treehouses at Chewton Glen

2015	The Planning Awards 2015 – Planning for
economic growth – Milton Park

2016	Landscape Institute Awards 2016 - Best Urban
Design or Masterplanning Highly Commended
- Barton Park
2016	Planning Awards 2016 Planning for Housing
Growth Highly Commended - Wilton Hill
2016	Local Authority Building Control South West
Region Awards 2016 Best new high volume
house building – The Citrus Building

2014	Planning Awards 2014 - Planning Permission
of the Year - Dollis Valley Estate Regeneration –
Highly Commended
2014	Evening Standard New Homes Awards
- Winner of Best Large Development Trumpington Meadows

2010	South West Royal Town Planning Institute
(SWRTPI) Awards - Commendation - Clay
Country Vision Eco-Town, Cornwall

2009 	SWRTPI Awards - Commendation - Tremough
Campus Extension, Cornwall

2004	Richmond Society Commendation
for Marshgate Primary School in
acknowledgement of a positive and beneficial
contribution to amenity in Richmond-uponThames

2008	European Urban and Regional Planning Awards
- Joint Winner Public Participation in Planning Stonebridge Estate, London
2007	RTPI Awards - Award for Heritage - MercedesBenz World, Surrey
2007	RTPI Awards - Award for Spatial Strategies Marine Spatial Planning

2013	BCSC Gold Awards - Whiteley Town Centre commendation - New Centres category

2007	South East Royal Town Planning Institute
(SERTPI) Awards - Award for Development
in a Sensitive Area - Rolls Royce Motor Cars
Headquarters and Manufacturing Plant,
Goodwood, West Sussex

2013	London Planning Awards - Commendation Best Built Project Five Years On - Stonebridge
Estate
2012	MIPIM Awards - Best Industrial and Logistics
Development - McLaren Production Centre
2012	Civic Trust Award - Community Recognition
Award - Crewe YMCA
2012	East of England RTPI - Planning Achievement
Award - Warner Bros. Studios Leavesden
2011	International Hotel Awards - Best Hotel
Architecture and Best Small Hotel Design Chewton Glen Country House Hotel
2011	South East RTPI Regional Awards - Overall
Winner and Planning for Business - McLaren
Production Centre
2011	Premier Guarantee Excellence Awards Small Development - 23 Western Avenue,
Branksome Park, Poole, Dorset

2004 	RTPI Awards - Award for Planning for Business
- McLaren Technology Centre, Woking
2004 	RTPI Awards - Commendation for Planning
for Business - Portland Fuel Bunkering Facility,
Dorset

2007 	British Homes Awards - Commendation
for Housing Project of the Year - Vision @
Devonport, Devon

2013 	Hertfordshire Building Futures Awards - Winner
of the Retrofit for the Future Award - Warner
Bros. Studios Leavesden

2005	RIBA Award - McLaren Technology Centre
(Town Planner, Environmental Consultant,
Landscape Architect)

2010	RICS London Region Awards - Regeneration
Award - Stonebridge Estate, London (master
planner, with Shepheard Epstein Hunter)

2014	Evening Standard New Homes Awards Winner of Best Regeneration Project - Acton
Gardens

2013	RTPI South East Planning awards - Award for
outstanding planning to deliver growth - Milton
Park local development order

2005	BALI Awards - Principal Award for Mainly
Soft Landscaping (over 1 hectare) - McLaren
Technology Centre, Woking

2007	SERTPI Awards - Commendation for Good
Practice in the use of the Planning Process Mercedes-Benz World Draft Conservation Plan
2007	Elmbridge Borough Council Design Award Mercedes-Benz World, Surrey
2006	Building, BD & Property Week Regeneration
Awards - Finalist: Best Design-led
Regeneration Project - Stonebridge Estate,
London
2005	RTPI Awards - Award for Sustainable
Communities - Stonebridge Estate, London
2005 	RTPI Awards - Award for Spatial Strategies
- Poole Bridge Regeneration Initiative
2005	RTPI Awards - Award for Spatial Strategies Taunton Vision
2005 	SWRTPI Awards - Best submission: Other
Planning Work - Poole Bridge Regeneration
Initiative
2005	British Association of Landscape Industries
(BALI) Awards - Grand Award - McLaren
Technology Centre, Surrey

2002	RTPI Awards - Award for Planning for Business
and the Economy - Marine Transfer Facility, Isle
of Wight
2002 	Public Private Finance Awards - Winner: Best
Education Project Below £20m - Jewish
Free School and London Borough of Brent
(Architect)
2001	British Construction Industry Awards Highly Commended: Small Projects Category
- Marine Transfer Facility, Isle of Wight (Planning
and Environmental Consultant)
2001	Civic Trust Awards - Commendation for
a valuable contribution to the quality and
appearance of the environment - The
Ropewalk, Somerset
1999	RIBA Southern Region - Chairman’s Award
- New office development - 250 Winnersh
Triangle Reading (Landscape Architect)
1999	RTPI Awards - Commendation - Planning for
Passive Solar Energy
1997	Highways Agency - Winning competition
entry (Landscape Architect) - Poole Harbour
Crossing, Dorset
1996	Plain Language Commission - Plain Language
Award for Stonebridge Housing Action Trust
leaflet
‘Stonebridge Into the 21st Century’
1992	RIBA Competition - First Prize - Stella Ideas
Competition, Newcastle & Gateshead
1991	RIBA Competition - First Prize - Morecambe
Seafront Competition

London
23 Heddon Street London W1B 4BQ
Birmingham
3 Edmund Gardens 117 Edmund Street Birmingham B3 2HJ
Bournemouth
Everdene House Deansleigh Road Bournemouth BH7 7DU
Telephone 0203 664 6755
Email enquiries@torltd.co.uk
www.torltd.co.uk
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